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PARAMASTRI, DHANESWARA DHAKA (2021). Class Conflict as Seen in the 
Selected Characters of Crazy Rich Asians Movie: A Marxist Study. Yogyakarta: 
Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Universitas Sanata Dharma.  
 
 This research analyzes a Crazy Rich Asians movie by John M. Chu that 
published in 2018. It is from best-seller novel by Kevin Kwan with the same title. 
This movie focuses on the story of Rachel Chu who is raised by her immigrant 
single mother and her struggle of relationship with Nicholas Young.  
 There are two objectives in this research. The first objective is to identify 
the characteristics of the selected characters, Rachel Chu, Eleanor Young, Astrid 
Leong, and Michael Teo. The second objective is to reveal the Marxist ideas of 
class conflict between Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young and Astrid Leong and 
Michael Teo.  
 In this study, the researcher uses the Marxist approach to expose class 
conflict. The theories used are the theory of characterization by Boggs & Petrie to 
analyze the characteristics of the selected characters and the theory of class conflict 
by Karl Marx to reveal the class conflict of Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young and 
Astrid Leong and Michael Teo. There are two kinds of sources used in this research: 
primary and secondary sources. The primary source is a movie entitled Crazy Rich 
Asians. The secondary source was taken from books, journal articles, and some 
websites related to this research study.   
 The result of the analysis shows that the characteristics of Rachel are clever, 
affable, and persistent. Eleanor Young is described as a mother with classy, envious, 
and strict characteristics. Astrid Young is described as a woman with down-to-
earth, gorgeous, and mature characteristics. Michael is described as a man who is 
hardworking and upset. The first class conflict of Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young 
occurred because there is a competition, different class, and jealousy of Eleanor 
Young to Rachel Chu that makes her not accept Rachel’s relationship with her son, 
Nicholas Young. To face the class conflict, Rachel sacrifices herself to Eleanor. 
The second class conflict of Astrid Leong and Michael Teo occurred because there 
is also a different class and structural inequality, which Astrid from the upper class 
while Michael from the middle class who often gets underestimated and unfairly 
treated by Young’s family. Astrid faces the problem and remains to persist with her 
marriage to face the marriage conflict, while Michael divorces Astrid.  
 










PARAMASTRI, DHANESWARA DHAKA. (2021). Class Conflict as Seen in the 
Selected Characters of Crazy Rich Asians Movie: A Marxist Study. Yogyakarta: 
Program Studi Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma. 
 Penelitian ini menganalisis sebuah film berjudul Crazy Rich Asians karya 
John M. Chu yang diterbitkan pada tahun 2018. Film ini dari penjualan novel 
terbaik karya Kevin Kwan dengan judul yang sama. Film ini berfokus pada Rachel 
Chu yang hanya dibesarkan oleh ibunya yang seorang imigran dan tentang 
permasalahan dalam hubungannya dengan Nicholas Young. 
 Terdapat dua tujuan untuk penelitian ini. Tujuan pertama adalah untuk 
mengidentifikasi karakteristik pada tokoh yang dipilih, yaitu Rachel Chu, Eleanor 
Young, Astrid Leong, dan Michael Teo. Tujuan kedua adalah untuk membuktikan 
ide-ide Marxist tentang konflik sosial antara Rachel Chu dengan Eleanor Young 
dan Astrid Leong dengan Michael Teo.  
 Dalam  penelitian ini, penulis menggunakan pendekatan Marxist untuk 
berfokus pada pengungkpan kelas konflik. Teori yang digunakan adalah teori 
penokohan oleh Boggs & Petrie untuk menganalisa karakteristik tokoh yang dipilih 
dan teori kelas konflik oleh Karl Marx untuk membuktikan kelas konflik yang 
terdapat pada Rachel Chu dengan Eleanor Young dan Astrid Leong dengan Michael 
Teo. Terdapat dua sumber yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini: sumber primer dan 
sumber sekunder. Sumber utama adalah film berjudul Crazy Rich Asians. Sumber 
sekunder adalah buku, artikel jurnal, dan beberapa situs web yang berkaitan dengan 
penelitian ini.  
 Hasil dari penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa karakter Rachel memiliki 
karakteristik pintar, ramah, dan gigih. Eleanor Young dideskripsikan sebagai 
wanita berkelas, pencemburu, dan ketat. Astrid Leong dideskripsikan sebagai 
wanita sederhana, menawan, dan dewasa. Michael Teo dideskripsikan sebagai pria 
pekerja keras dan kecewa. Kelas konflik pertama, Rachel Chu dengan Eleanor 
Young terjadi karena adanya sebuah kompetisi, perbedaan kelas, dan kecemburuan 
Eleanor terhadap Rachel, yang membuatnya tidak merestui hubungan Rachel 
dengan putranya, Nicholas Young. Untuk menghadapi konflik kelas tersebut, 
Rachel mengorbankan dirinya untuk Eleanor. Kelas konflik kedua, Astrid Leong 
dengan Michael Teo terjadi karena adanya perbedaan kelas dan ketimpangan 
struktural, yang dimana Astrid berasal dari kelas atas sedangkan Michael berasal 
dari kelas pekerja atau kelas tengah yang sering dipandang sebelah mata dan sering 
mendapatkan perlakuan tidak adil dari keluarga Young. Untuk menghadapi konflik 
dalam pernikahan, Astrid menghadapi permasalahan itu dan mencoba 
mempertahankan hubungan pernikahan mereka, sedangkan Michael menceraikan 
Astrid. 
 
Kata Kunci: Crazy Rich Asians, Characters, Class Conflict.






A. Background of the Study 
Literary works can be seen in many ways, such as poems, prose, novel, 
song, movie, and many more. The easiest way to understand literary works is by 
watching movies. It is a fact that watching a movie is attractive to many people. 
Even though it cannot happen in our life, we can relate to some situations in the 
movie by playing with our imagination through our feelings. Movies are a tool to 
deliver messages from the producer to the audience. There are several movie genres, 
such as action, romantic, comedy, horror, romantic comedy, and many more. 
Literary works can be seen in many ways, such as movies. Therefore, literary works 
and movies are connected.  
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, it is impossible to neglect film 
as a semi-textual genre both influenced by and exerting influence on 
literature and literary criticism. Film is predetermined by literary 
techniques; conversely, literary practice developed particular features 
under the impact of film. (Klarer, 2004, p.56). 
To differentiate movie from one to another, every movie has its conflicts. 
Seven types of conflicts occur in movies: person vs. person, person vs. self, person 
vs. fate/God, person vs. nature, person vs. society, person vs. the 
unknown/extraterrestrial, and person vs. technology/machinery. In this study, the 
researcher discussed a movie that has a person vs. person conflict. It is Crazy Rich 
Asians. 




Crazy Rich Asians is one of the romantic-comedy genres directed by John 
M. Chu. It is from a best-seller novel by Kevin Kwan with the same title. This movie 
tells about a young economics professor named Rachel Chu and her handsome 
boyfriend named Nick Young. Both of them work in New York. They were in a 
relationship for a year, but Rachel did not know more about Nick's family. In the 
spring breaks, Rachel accompanies Nick to attend his childhood best friend's 
wedding in Singapore and meet Nick's family. While in Singapore, Rachel visits 
her college friend named Peik Lin, and from her, she finds out that Nick is from the 
wealthiest family in Singapore. At the Araminta’s bachelorette party, Rachel got 
blamed by the girls. They are jealous of Rachel and want to bring her down, and so 
does Nick's mother. She wants to break them up because Rachel is from the middle 
class and she is also American-born Chinese. 
Class conflicts can be seen in society. It usually happens from different 
upper and lower classes, such as groups, communities, and organizations. It usually 
happens to approve that the upper class has more power than the lower class.  
According to the Theory of Social Conflict, social conflicts refer to common usage 
to interaction in which the means chosen by the parties in pursuit of their goals are 
likely to inflict damage, harm, or injury, but not necessarily in every case 
(Oberschall, 1978, p.291). The class conflict can be portrayed in the theory of class 
by Marxism. Marxism is a social, political, and economic philosophy named after 
Karl Marx, which examines the effect of capitalism on labor, productivity, and 
economic development and argues for worker revolution to overturn capitalism in 
favor of communism (Brock T, 2019, para 1). 




The researcher chose this topic because the characters in the Crazy Rich 
Asians movie represent oppressed people by the upper class or those who have 
greater authority. The upper class always has power, while the middle and lower 
class frequently overlooked and treated unfairly by the upper class. It is interesting 
to discuss through the characterization of the selected characters, which are Rachel 
Chu, Eleanor Young, Astrid Leong, and Michael Teo. From the characters, it can 
reveal the Marxist ideas of class conflict. The Chinese cultures such as, the bloom 
of Tan Hua flowers only in the night, the Mahjong games' message, and making 
dumplings from generation to generation. That culture is not everyone knows, even 
have an experience before like Rachel Chu. Chinese culture is still thick with 
tradition, like choosing a partner. The social status should be equal to the family, 
and the family background should be clearer. That’s why the researcher wants to 
discuss the class conflict that happens in this movie by those characters. Last is 
because this movie was the first Hollywood movie where most of the cast were of 
Asian-American descent since The Joy Luck Club movie. 
B. Problem Formulation 
Two questions are discussed in this study. The questions are: 
1. How are the characters of the Crazy Rich Asians movie described? 
2. How do the characters reveal the Marxist ideas of class conflict in Crazy 
Rich Asians Movie? 




C. Objectives of the Study 
There are two aims to be reached in this study. The first aim is the 
researcher wants to analyze the selected characters. This is to know the 
characteristics of the main characters. After finding the characteristics of the 
selected characters, the researcher wants to reveal the class conflict of the characters 
through the script and movie parts, and the last is to relate the Marxist ideas of class 
conflicts. 
D.  Definition of Terms 
In order to make a misunderstanding to the reader, there are some 
definitions of terms provided by the researcher that are used in this study. 
Class Conflict, according to Encyclopaedia Britannica, is the dominant 
class, according to Marx, controls not only material production but also the 
production of ideas; it thus establishes a particular cultural style and a dominant 
political doctrine, and its control over society is consolidated in a particular type of 
political system. (2019) 
Marxism is a social, political, and economic theory originated by Karl 
Marx, which focuses on the struggle between capitalists and the working class. 
(Chappelow, 2019). 





REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In order to support the analysis of the study, there are three main parts 
provided in this chapter. The first part is review of related studies. The second part 
is review of related theories. The third part is theoretical framework. In the review 
of related study, the researcher explains some criticism and comments about the 
work of literature. In the review of related theories, the researcher explains the 
theories that are used in the study. Meanwhile, in the theoretical framework, the 
researcher summarizes and relates the theories to answer the research questions. 
A. Review of Related Studies 
The first study is an undergraduate thesis by Handoko (2016). The title of 
the study is Class Struggle as The Impact of Capitalism Seen Through Faction In 
Veronica Roth’s Divergent. She discussed how capitalism could impact social class. 
The researcher's problem of the study is about analyzing the factions in Divergent 
to find out how to identify the idea of capitalism. After that, the researcher is 
depicted through a faction that is described in the novel, and the last is to find out 
how capitalism can impact the class struggle. In this study, the researcher uses the 
Marxist approach to analyze the class struggle as an impact of capitalism, and the 
researchers also use the theory of setting by Lostraco and Wilkerson in 
Koesnosoebroto's book, a theory of Marxism, a theory of capitalism, class 
consciousness, and class struggle by Bukharin in Historical Materialism book. 





From Handoko’s study, capitalism can impact social class. It is shown by 
the description from the factions. There are five factions based on human virtue. 
The factions are Abnegation as a faction that has less property because the 
Abnegation does not produce any products instead of running the government and 
serving the other factions including factionless (2016, p.22). Candor is a faction that 
values honesty and Erudite action that produces most of the city’s librarians, 
doctors, scientists, and teachers (2016, p.23). Amity is a faction that runs the 
department of Agriculture and human services, and Dauntless a faction that guards 
the fence that surrounds our city (2016, p.25). Each of the factions has a 
contribution to society. All of the people who turn into sixteen have to choose one 
of the factions in which they will be the part for the rest of their lives. It is also 
Factionless and Divergent. Factionless is a term that is addressed to people who do 
not belong to any faction and are failed in the initiation of the faction they chose 
and Divergent is something that is dangerous because people who are Divergent fit 
in more than one faction and cannot be confined to one way of thinking (2016, 
p.25). 
Based on the study, the impact of capitalism in class struggle is shown by 
the factions of Abnegation and Erudite. Firstly, Erudite wants to gain profit in the 
economy and politics by taking over the distributions in the government by 
overthrowing the Abnegation (2016, p.29). Then, the Abnegation realized that they 
are an oppressed faction aware of their condition and position in society. This phase 
is called the class struggle. Then, to be free from capitalism, the Abnegation faction 





stands against the Erudite faction. Finally, the struggle of the Abnegation faction 
makes them free from capitalism. 
The second study is an undergraduate thesis by Wikaningtyas (2018). The 
title of the study is The Discrimination Between Classes as Seen Through The Red 
and Silver Families in Victoria A Veyard’s Red Queen. She discussed the 
discrimination class in Red Queen's novel through the characteristics of the 
characters and the novel's setting. In this study, the researcher uses the Marxism 
approach to show class discrimination by analyzing the characters and the settings. 
The researchers also use the theory of Character and Characterization by Murphy, 
theory of setting by Edgar V. Roberts, the theory of class discrimination by 
Adalberto Aguirre, and the last is the theory of social class by Karl Marx.  
From Wikaningtyas’s study, discrimination can be seen through the 
characters and the setting of both Red and Silver. The characters of Red was 
common of human beings without any special of them, and they should work to 
fulfill their family’s needs. While the characters of Silver was the kind of human 
beings who has the superpower. They take control of all including the government. 
They also take apart as the higher class while the Red’s was from the lower class 
(Wikaningtyas, 2016, p.79). Discrimination also can be seen from the settings. The 
reds who lives in an improper place, chaotic, dirty, and prone to disease. Whereas 
the silver’s place was perfectly, beautifully, and magnificent place (Wikaningtyas, 
2016, p.80).  





The third study is an undergraduate thesis by Priskila Helena Kastanya in 
2016. The title of the study is The Class Struggle As The Impact Of The Unequal 
Treatments Done By The Bourgeois Seen From Katniss Everdeen in Suzanne 
Collin’s Catching Fire. She discussed class struggle as the impact of unequal 
treatments through the characters in Catching Fire’s novel. In the study, the 
researcher uses the Marxist approach to focus on the contradiction between 
different classes. The researcher uses the theory of character and characterization 
by M.H. Abrams, Johnson, and Murphy and the theory of Marxist that contains: the 
theory of social class, the theory of panoptic, the theory of interpellation, the theory 
of class consciousness, and the theory of class struggle (2016, p.21). 
From Kastanya’s study, class struggle was the impact of unequal treatment 
in society. It divides into 2 classes, people who live in the Districts and the Capitol. 
People who live in the Districts are workers who work in the factories belong to the 
Capitol whereas people who live in the Capitol are mostly rich people who own the 
means of production, they have the power and it means that they are able to control 
everything (2016, p.52).  
The bourgeoisie’s unequal treatment can be seen in the system that they 
implemented in society. It can be observed through ideology and a power-wielding 
system. To control people, the bourgeois implant the thought on their heads. They 
use ideas to manipulate people. The working class has accepted the Capitol’s 
alteration in the Games’ regulations due to Capitol’s ideology instills their minds. 
(2016, pp.52-53). 





The fourth study is a journal article by Winatian, Nafisah, and Noviati 
(2013). Entitled “The Representation of Chinese Characters in Kevin Kwan’s Crazy 
Rich Asians.” It discussed the representation of Hybrid Chinese characters in Kevin 
Kwan’s novel through the characters that are represented in the novel. In this study, 
the writer uses a Qualitative approach which consists of data collection and data 
analysis to show the representation. The researcher also uses the hybridity theory 
by Homi K Bhabha to analyze and portray the Hybrid Chinese characters and its 
meaning in the novel and the theory of representation by Stuart Hall to analyze and 
find the Hybrid Chinese culture that shows in the novel. 
From Winatian, Nafisah, and Novianti’s journal article, the representation 
can be seen through both characters (Rachel Chu and Nick Young) that they uphold 
two cultures, American and Chinese, to indicate their cultural hybridity. It can be 
seen from the characters that are investigated based on their manifested cultural 
items such as thought, behavior, and language (Winatian, Nafisah, and Novianti, 
2013, p.29). Hybrid culture is also can be seen through their characters' experiences 
with family, friends, or the society where they live (Winatian, Nafisah, and 
Novianti, 2013, p.30). 
The four related studies above are related significantly to this research 
study because they discussed social class and class struggle by the Marxist study. 
The main focus in each study is different. The first study focused on the impact of 
capitalism, the second study focused on the discrimination of society, and the third 
study focused on the impact of unequal treatments. The last related study of a 





journal article is from the same object discussion about the characters of Crazy Rich 
Asians. It focused on the representation of Chinese characters. From the previous 
related studies above, all of them are in the same object from the novel, while this 
study's object is a Crazy Rich Asian movie by Peter Chiarelli and Adele Lim 
published in 2018. 
B. Review of Related Theories 
There are two theories to answer the problem formulation. In this chapter, 
the researcher explains the theory of characterization by Petrie & Boggs and class 
conflict theory by Marxism. The researcher using a Marxist study. 
1. Theory of Characterization 
Characters are not complete without characterization. According to Collins 
Dictionary, characterization is the way an author or an actor describes or shows 
what characters are like. In Art of Watching Movie by Petrie & Boggs, there are 8 
ways for an author to reveal characterization to the reader. Those are: 
a. Characterization through Appearance 
When we see most actors on the screen, we make certain assumptions 
about them because of their facial features, dress, physical build, mannerisms, and 
the way they move. Our first visual impression may be proven erroneous as the 
story progresses, but it is certainly an important means of establishing character. 
(2012, p. 50) 





b. Characterization through Dialogue 
 Their true thoughts, attitudes, and emotions can be suggested in subtle 
ways through word choice and through the stress, pitch, and pause patterns of their 
speech. Actors’ use of grammar, sentence structure, vocabulary, and particular 
dialects (if any) reveals a great deal about their characters’ social and economic 
level, educational background, and mental processes. Therefore, we must develop 
a keen ear, attuned to the faintest and most subtle nuances of meaning revealed 
through the human voice—listening carefully not only to what is said but also to 
how it is said (2012, pp. 50-51). 
c. Characterization through External Action 
Although appearance is an essential measure of a character's personality, 
appearances are often misleading. A person's actions are perhaps the best reflections 
of their character. If the motivation for a character’s action is clearly established, 
the character and the plot become so closely interwoven that they are impossible to 
separate, and every action that the character takes in some way reflects the quality 
of his or her particulary personality. Sometimes the most effective characterization 
is achieved not by the large actions in the film but by the small, seemingly 
insignificant ones. For example, a firefighter may demonstrate his courage by 
saving a child from a burning building, yet such an act may be only a performance 
of duty rather than a reflection of a choice. His essential character might be more 
clearly defined by risking his life to save a little girl’s doll, because such an action 
would be imposed on him not by his duty (2012, pp.51-52). 
 





d. Characterization through Internal Action 
 Inner action occurs within characters’ minds and emotions and consists of 
secret, unspoken thoughts, daydreams, aspirations, memories, fears, and fantasies. 
People’s hopes, dreams, and aspirations can be as important to an understanding of 
their character as any real achievement, and their fears and insecurities can be more 
terrible to them than any real catastrophic failure. The most obvious way in which 
the filmmaker reveals inner reality is by taking us visually or aurally into the 
character’s mind so that we see or hear the things that the character imagines, 
remembers, or thinks about. (2012, p. 52). 
e. Characterization through Reactions of Other Characters  
 The way other characters view a person often serves as an excellent means 
of characterization. A complex and intriguing characterization is provided through 
the conversations of other characters. For example is about Rick (Humphrey 
Bogart) in Casablanca before the character is ever seen on the screen. An effective 
bit of reactive characterization is also seen in Shane, as the gunfighter Wilson (Jack 
Palance), a personification of pure evil, walks into a saloon, empty except for a 
mangy dog curled up under a table. As Wilson enters, the dog puts his ears back 
and his tail between his legs and slinks fearfully out of the room (2012, p.53) 
f. Characterization through Contrast: Dramatic Foils 
 One of the most effective techniques of characterization is the use of 
foils— contrasting characters whose behavior, attitudes, opinions, lifestyle, 
physical appearance, and so on are the opposite of those of the main characters. The 





tallest giant and the tiniest person might be placed side by side at the carnival 
sideshow, and the filmmaker sometimes uses characters in much the same way. For 
example, the effective contrasts in the television characters played by Andy Griffith 
and Don Knotts on the old Andy Griffith Show. Griffith, as Sheriff Taylor, was tall 
and a little heavy, and he projected a calm, self-confident, easygoing personality. 
Knotts, as Deputy Fife, was the exact opposite—short, skinny, insecure, and a 
bundle of nerves. The strange love story of the main characters in Harold and 
Maude also turns on characterization through contrast (2012, pp, 53-54). 
g. Characterization through Caricature and Leitmotif 
 To etch a character quickly and deeply in our minds and memories, actors 
often exaggerate or distort one or more dominant features or personality traits called 
caricature. Example of caricature, in television’s M*A*S*H, the perpetual 
womanizing of Hawkeye Pierce (Alan Alda) and the eternal naiveté, innocence, and 
keen hearing of Radar O’Reilly (Gary Burghoff) are examples of caricature, as, in 
film, are Felix Unger’s (Jack Lemmon) obsession with neatness and Oscar 
Madison’s (Walter Matthau) messiness in The Odd Couple. 
A similar means of characterization, leitmotif, is the repetition of a single 
action, phrase, or idea by a character until it becomes almost a trademark or theme 
song for that character. Example of leitmotif be seen in the repeated Fred Astaire 
dance routines performed by the prosecuting attorney (Ted Danson) in Body Heat 
or in the repetition of the phrase “sports fans” by Colonel Bull Meechum (Robert 
Duvall) in The Great Santini. One of the union henchmen in On the Waterfront adds 
dignity to his yes-man role by constantly using the word definitely. Perhaps Charles 





Dickens rates as the all-time master of both techniques. Recall Uriah Heep from 
David Copperfield, who continually wrings his hands (caricature) and says, “I’m so 
’umble” (leitmotif).  (2012, p.54).    
h. Characterization through Choice of Name:  
 One important method of characterization is the use of names possessing 
appropriate qualities of sound, meaning, or connotation. This technique is known 
as name typing. For example, Dick is slang for detective, Tracy derives from the 
fact that detectives trace criminals. Other name may have only generalized 
connotations. Gomer Pyle has a small-town or country-hick ring to it, Cornelius 
Witherspoon III has an opposite kind of sound (2012, pp.54-55). 
2. Theory of Class Conflict  
According to Marx as cited in Understanding Conflict and War: Vol.3: 
Conflict in Perspective Chapter 5 Marxism, Class Conflict, and The Conflict Helix 
website, class conflict in conjunction with correlated processes (such as increasing 
worker poverty) leads to the intensification of the dominance of one class, and 
eventually the disruption of the class society. Revolution brings the proletariat to 
power, classes are eliminated, and the state that was necessary to protect the 
bourgeoisie gradually disappears (Rummel, 2020, para 34). Conflict theory focuses 
on the competition between groups within society over limited resources. Conflict 
theory views social and economic institutions as tools of the struggle between 
groups or classes, used to maintain inequality and the dominance of the ruling class. 
Marxist conflict theory sees society as divided along lines of economic class 





between the proletarian working class and the bourgeois ruling class (Barnier, 
2020).  
According to Ryan (2020) on Encyclopaedia Britannica, the bourgeoisie 
is the social order that is dominated by the so-called middle class. The term 
bourgeois originated in medieval France, where it denoted an inhabitant of a walled 
town. Its overtones became important in the 18th century, when the middle class of 
professionals, manufacturers, and their literary and political allies began to demand 
an influence in politics consistent with their economic status (2020). The 
bourgeoisie or capitalists are the owners of capital, purchasing and exploiting labor 
power, using the surplus value from the employment of this labor power to 
accumulate or expand their capital. The bourgeoisie own their property and control 
the production. It is the ownership of capital and its use to exploit labor and expand 
capital is key here. Being wealthy is, in itself, not sufficient to make one a capitalist. 
What is necessary is the active role of using this wealth to make it self-expansive 
through employment and exploitation of labor (Gingrich, 2020). In Marxist theory, 
the bourgeoisie plays a heroic role by revolutionizing society (Ryan, 2020). 
According to Encyclopedia Britannica, the proletariat is the lowest or one 
of the lowest economic and social classes in a society. In the theory of Karl Marx, 
the term proletariat designated the class of wage workers who were engaged in 
industrial production and whose chief source of income was derived from the sale 
of their labor power. As an economic category, it was distinguished in Marxian 
literature from the poor, the working classes, and the Lumpenproletariat (2020). 





The proletariat is owners of labor power (the ability to work), and mere owners of 
labor power, with no other resources than the ability to work with their hands, 
bodies, and minds. The proletarian can not afford to own the property. Since these 
workers have no property, in order to survive and obtain an income for themselves 
and their families, they must find employment work for an employer. This means 
working for a capitalist-employer in an exploitative social relationship (Gingrich, 
2020) 
 Later versions of conflict theory look at other dimensions of conflict 
among capitalist factions and between various social, religious, and other types of 
groups. Conflict theory assumes that the elite will set up systems of laws, traditions, 
and other societal structures in order to further support their own dominance while 
preventing others from joining their ranks (Chappelow, 2020). To support the 
theory of conflict, there are four primary assumptions about class conflict according 
to Barnier on Investopedia website which are: 
a. Competition  
According to conflict theorists, competition is a persistent and, at times, 
overwhelming aspect in practically every human relationship and encounter. 
Competition arises due to a scarcity of resources, such as money, property, 
commodities, and other tangible assets. Individuals and groups within a society 
struggle for intangible resources in addition to material resources. Leisure time, 
dominance, social position, sexual partners, and so forth are examples of these. 





Conflict theorists assume competition to be the default (rather than cooperation) 
(Barnier, 2020). 
b. Revolution  
Given conflict theorists' assumption that conflict occurs between social 
classes, one outcome of this conflict is a revolutionary event. The idea is that change 
in a power dynamic between groups does not happen as the result of a gradual 
adaptation. Rather, it comes about as the symptom of conflict between these groups. 
In this way, changes to a power dynamic are often abrupt and large in scale, rather 
than gradual and evolutionary (Barnier, 2020). 
c. Structural Inequality 
An important assumption of conflict theory is that human relationships and 
social structures all experience inequalities of power. In this way, some individuals 
and groups inherently develop more power and reward than others. Following this, 
those individuals and groups that benefit from a particular structure of society tend 
to work to maintain those structures as a way of retaining and enhancing their power 
(Barnier, 2020). 
d. War  
Conflict theorists tend to see war as either a unifier or as a "cleanser" of 
societies. In conflict theory, war is the result of a cumulative and growing conflict 
between individuals and groups, and between entire societies. In the context of war, 
a society may become unified in some ways, but conflict still remains between 
multiple societies. On the other hand, war may also result in the wholesale end of 
society (Barnier, 2020). 





C. Theoretical Framework 
The theories above have an important contribution to answer the problems 
formulations. The first theory is the theory of characterization. It is important to 
answer the first problem, which is to analyze the main characters' characteristics by 
revealing from the personal description, characters as seen through the appearance, 
dialogue, external action, internal action, reactions of other characters, contrast: 
dramatic foils, caricature and leitmotif, and the choice of name. The theory of class 
conflict also has a significant contribution to answer the second problem 
formulation. It analyses the class conflict in the movie and reveals the Marxist ideas 
of class conflict through the characters by the movie clips and the script. 
 






This chapter provides the methodology of this research. It presents the 
object of the study, approach of the study, and method of the study. All of them 
support the process of conducting this research. 
A. Object of the Study 
The object of the study is a movie entitled Crazy Rich Asians movie by 
John M. Chu and the screenplay by Peter Chiarelli and Adele Lim that published in 
2018. It is adapted from the trilogy novel by Kevin Kwan with the same title in 
2013. Crazy Rich Asians is the first book of trilogy series novel, which are followed 
by China Rich Girlfriend and Rich People Problem. Crazy Rich Asians movie 
adaptation has 2 hours of run time and the filming location is in Singapore and 
Malaysia. The movie adaptation has won some awards, such as Breakthrough 
Ensemble Awards in Hollywood Film Awards November 4th, 2018, Best Comedy 
in Critics' Choice Awards January 13th, 2019, Outstanding Achievement in Cinema 
in The Asian Awards April 12th, 2019, and many more. Crazy Rich Asians was the 
first Hollywood movie where most of the actors were of Asian-American descent.  
Crazy Rich Asians tells about a young economics professor named Rachel 
Chu and her handsome boyfriend, Nicholas Young. Both of them work in New 
York. They were in a relationship for a year, but Rachel did not know more about 
Nick’s family. In the spring breaks, Rachel accompanies Nick to attend his 





childhood best friend's wedding in Singapore and meet Nick's family. While in 
Singapore, Rachel visits her friend named Peik Lin, and from her, she finds out that 
Nick is from the wealthiest family in Singapore. At the Araminta bachelorette party. 
Rachel got blamed by the girls. They are jealous of Rachel and want to bring her 
down, and so does Nick's mother. She wants to break them up because Rachel is an 
American-born Chinese and has a different class from Young’s family. 
This movie has seen the class conflict between the main characters and the 
role characters of the families. At the end of the movie, the reader can see how the 
proletariat can defend herself from the bourgeoisie.  
B. Approach of the Study  
To answer the problem formulation, the researcher used the Marxist 
approach. The Marxist approach focuses on exposing the class conflict or 
indoctrination. Marxist criticism pays more attention to the division of class, class 
struggle, oppression, and political background of the story. According to A New 
Handbook of Literary Terms, there are two major tendencies in Marxist literary 
criticism. First is the idea that a society’s literature and art can be understood as a 
result, or reflection, of its economic and class-based arrangements (its “relations of 
production”). Second is the assertion that literature should be evaluated in terms of 
its effectiveness as a weapon of class struggle (2007, p.175). In this study, the 
Marxist approach is applied to see how Crazy Rich Asians' characters can reveal the 
Marxist ideas of class conflict. 





C. Method of the Study  
The method that the researcher used in this study was the library research 
method. This study's primary sources were the Crazy Rich Asians movie by John 
M. Chu with the screenplay by Peter Chiarelli and Adele Lim. This research's 
secondary source was taken from books, journal articles, and some websites related 
to this study. 
To complete this research, there are several steps that the researcher uses. 
The first step, the researcher watched the Crazy Rich Asians movie several times to 
understand the storyline and the characterization of the selected characters. This 
research also included the Crazy Rich Asians screenplay written by Peter Chiarelli 
and Adele Lim.  The characterization of the selected characters was analyzed using 
the theory of characterization by Petrie & Boggs. The second step is to analyze how 
the characters' conflict reveals the Marxist ideas of class conflict. The third step was 
to collect the movie's data, the theories, and the studies related to this movie. The 
fourth step was conducting the analysis. The researcher used the theory of 
characterization by Petrie & Boggs and the class conflict theory by Marxism to 
answer the problem formulation. Lastly, the researcher concluded from all the 
analyzed data, which is from the characterization of the characters in Crazy Rich 
Asians. The researcher concludes that class conflict can be found in the main 
characters of Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young, and from the support role of Astrid 
Leong-Teo and her husband Michael Teo, the conflicts reveal the Marxist ideas.  






This chapter contains the answer to two questions from the problem 
formulation that consists of two sub-chapters. The first part, the researcher analyzes 
the characteristics of the selected characters in the movie, such as Rachel Chu, 
Eleanor Young, Astrid Leong Second part, the researcher analyzes the conflicts 
between Eleanor Young with Rachel Chu and Astrid Leong-Teo with Michael Teo 
to reveal the Marxist ideas of class conflict. 
A. The Characteristics of the Main characters in Crazy Rich Asians 
As stated in A Glossary of Literary Terms, characters are the persons 
represented in a dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by the reader as 
possessing particular moral, intellectual, and emotional qualities by inferences from 
what the persons say and their distinctive ways of saying it—the dialogue—and 
from what they do—the action (2004, p. 42).  In this part, the researcher will discuss 
the characteristics of the main characters, which are Rachel Chu and Eleanor 
Young, and the support role which are Astrid Leong and Michael Teo. Rachel Chu 
and Michael Teo is a worker, they are from the middle class and Eleanor Young 
and Astrid Leong is the owner of several property and business that is from the 
upper class. To make the reader more understandable about the characteristics of 
the character, the researcher uses the theory of characterization by Boggs and Petrie. 
There are 8 ways to reveal the characters, namely through the appearance, dialogue, 





external actions, internal actions, the reaction of other characters, usage of dramatic 
foils, leitmotif and caricature. However, not all the 8 ways mentioned before can 
examine the characteristics of the main characters.  
1. Rachel Chu 
Rachel Chu is a twenty-nine years old Chinese-born American-raised 
woman. She was raised by her immigrant single mother. Her mother, Kerry Chu, 
moved to America when Rachel was six months old. The reason for moving is 
because her husband was not a good man. Rachel works as an economics professor 
at New York University.  
a. Clever  
 According to Collins Dictionary, clever is described as someone who is 
intelligent and able to understand things easily or plan things well (Clever, 2021). 
The researcher found characteristics of Rachel Chu are clever through the several 
pieces of evidence. First, it can be seen through the dialogue and external action. 
Rachel Chu is the youngest economics professor at New York University. In her 
course, she not only uses the theory to explain the materials to her students, but she 
also uses a game named “Game Theory 290” to apply the theory directly. This way 
is to make the course more exciting and understandable for the students.   
Figure 1. 00:04:20 Rachel teaches game 
theory 





RACHEL.  So, he’s not playing using logic or math, but using his psychology. 
Our brains so hate the idea of losing something that’s valuable to us, that we 
abandon all rational thought and make some really poor decisions. So Curtis 
wasn’t playing to win. He was playing not to lose. (to Curtis; tosses him a chip) 
Here. Put it towards a haircut.  
(Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.5) 
Secondly, furthermore, she was raised in America, she did not leave her 
mother tongue. She understands the Chinese language and also she can speak the 
language fluently. In the movie, Rachel speaks Chinese when she meets Ah Ma and 
Nick’s old nanny. Kerry taught her how to speak the Chinese language and also 
taught Rachel how to play a china game tradition named Mahjong. It can be seen 
characteristics through the dialogue. 
RACHEL. (in Mandarin; subtitled) Ah Ma, xiexie nin yaoquing wo lai nin de 
jia. Zheli hao piao liang. [Grandma, thank you for inviting me to your home. It’s 
very beautiful.] 
(Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.60) 
Rachel Steps forward, replies in perfect Mandarin.  
RACHEL (in Mandarin; subtitled) Ah Ma, xiexie nin yaoqing wo lai nin de jia. 
Nick jingchang tiqi nin. Ta shuo nin bao de shuijiao shi quan shijie zui hao chi 
de. [Grandma, thank you for inviting me to your home. Nick always talks about 
you. He says no one in the world makes better dumplings.  
(Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.69) 
The last evidence of the characteristics through the internal and external action is 
when Rachel got bullied at Araminta's bachelor party. Initially, it was normal until they 
were in Resort SPA enjoying the Thai massages. Rachel and Amanda were talking to each 
other. Rachel realized that Amanda overtalked, which made Rachel uncomfortable and she 
went back to her room. Actually, from the first that Nick was dating Rachel, the girls were 
jealous of Rachel. They didn’t accept Rachel’s relationship because Rachel is from the 
middle class and is not enough for Nick. So, they make a scene to make Rachel down. 





Luckily, she meets Astrid on her way back to the room. Shockingly unacceptable, there is 
a large gutted fish on her bed. The blood and guts are all over the white sheets and on the 
windows are words scrawled in red.  
Figure 2. 01:02:27  Bloody fish terror. 
Astrid tells Rachel that she will ask for help from security, but Rachel refuses. 
Astrid was shocked when she heard the answer. Rachel did not want to make a scene and 
make them satisfied, that’s why she refused Astrid’s help. Instead of panic, she found a 
way to solve the problem. In the night, Astrid and Rachel dig a hole in the sand to dump 
the wrapped fish in the hole.  
Figure 3. 01:03:16 Rachel and Astrid dig a hole. 
Based on the evidence above, the researcher concluded that most of Rachel’s 
clever characteristics are found through internal acts, external acts, and dialogue. It shows 
when Rachel can speak Chinese, how she did not make a scene to Araminta’s friend, and 
how she takes action to faces the bloody fish terror. 
b. Affable  
As cited from Merriam-Webster Dictionary, affable can be described as 
being pleasant and easy in talking to others. An affable person is easily adaptable 
to new situations and does not pretend to be someone else. Same as Rachel, Rachel 





can easily adapt to new situations while in Singapore. These characteristics can be 
seen through the dialogue.  
The first evidence that shows Rachel’s character of affability is when 
arriving at Changi Airport, Singapore. Collin and Araminta picked Rachel and 
Nick. Collin is Nick’s childhood best friend who will be married to Araminta. This 
is one of the reasons Nick’s come back to his hometown. Collin and Araminta 
embraced Rachel just as they embraced Nick with a warm embrace. Rachel is a 
little bit shocked when she knows that Collin and Araminta are as warm as they see. 
After that, they go to the famous and one of the only places in the world where 
street food vendors earn Michelin stars. They enjoy eating together like old friends 
that have not met after a long time. Rachel was surprised again when Araminta 
invited her to join her bachelorette party. Rachel was happy to be accepted by 
Nick’s best friend. 
Figure 4. 00:22:17 Rachel enjoys eating with Nick's friends. 
The second evidence is when Nick’s introducing her to almost the whole 
family. Even to Nick's old Nanny too. They mostly ask about Rachel's background 
and Rachel’s family name. Only Astrid, Araminta, Colin, Michael, and Oliver are 
not judging her. Even though Oliver is not rich as Young's family, he has credibility 
with Young's family. He is the only one who has welcomed Rachel after Astrid and 
Araminta. By the warm embrace of Oliver, Rachel feels more comfortable than with 





other Young's family who underestimates her. Rachel was easily affable to others 
until she misunderstood Nick's old Nanny as Ah Ma.  
From the evidence above, the researcher found that Rachel's characteristics 
are Affable through the dialogue. For some people it might be hard to adapt to new 
situations that have not been there before, they might can not put themselves in 
these situations to welcome others. Because to some people, socializing is hard. But 
for Rachel, it is not. She can socialize and put herself in every situation. She was 
still with her personality, she did not become like other people.  
c. Persistent  
According to Collins Dictionary, persistent can be described as someone 
who is persistent continues trying to do something, even though it is difficult or 
other people are against it (Persistent, 2021). As we can say, persistence is like self-
defense when we get judged or underestimated by others. In this research, the 
researcher found several pieces of evidence that reveal Rachel’s persistent 
characteristics.  
The first evidence is when Young’s family gathered together to make 
Dumplings. All the family members were there. This is Rachel's first time making 
dumplings. Rachel looks happy when she hears a nostalgic story by Young’s family 
about how all of them should make dumplings when they were kids. Eleanor was 
largely silent, Rachel tries to break the silence and she comments on a diamond and 
emerald ring that Eleanor wears. Eleanor was surprised. Then she told her that the 
ring was from Nick’s father when proposed to her. Then, Eleanor continues telling 





that she chose to help her husband to run a business and raise a family instead of 
chasing a passion.  
Hearing that, Rachel feels chided. Shortly, Rachel exits the dining room, 
looking for anywhere to go and she realizes that she is going in lost. Luckily, she 
met Eleanor. Rachel says sorry to Eleanor, she did not mean to offend Eleanor. But, 
Eleanor tells Rachel the story that her marriage is not easy as they see it. Ah Ma did 
not think Eleanor was good enough for her son, Philip. It took many years and hard 
work to be accepted by Ah Ma to prove that she is enough. Eleanor looked down at 
Rachel and said that she will never be enough for her son, Nicholas Young.  
The next day, Rachel tells her friend, Peik Lin, how Eleanor hated her last 
night. It makes her did not want to attend Araminta's wedding. But, Peik Lin 
persuades Rachel to still attend Araminta’s wedding. Peik Lin said, “it's not about 
getting Eleanor to like you but it’s about getting Eleanor to respect you (2018, 
p.99)”. Also, Oliver said to her that it’s time for someone to stand up to Aunty 
Eleanor. Hence, Rachel attends the wedding. She did not want Eleanor to think that 
Rachel was afraid or give up on her.    
The night at Araminta’s wedding party, Rachel is told the truth about her 
father by Eleanor, it surprises her because she does not know the truth. Ah Ma said 
Figure 5.01:13:13 Eleanor’s refuses Rachel relationship. 





to Rachel that she did not let Rachel ruin Nick's life because of the information that 
Eleanor got from the private investigator. The private investigator found that 
Rachel's father is still alive and Rachel's mother has fallen in love with another man. 
Rachel was both mad and sad why her mother didn’t tell her the truth. After she 
gets an explanation from her mother, the next day she meets Eleanor to talk. Eleanor 
explains why Rachel was never enough for Young’s family and Rachel tells that 
Nick proposed to her yesterday but she refused. Rachel knows that she will never 
be enough for Eleanor, so she sacrifices herself.  
RACHEL. I just love Nick so much. I don't want him to lose his mom 
again. So I just wanted you to know that one day, when he marries another 
lucky girl, who is enough for you, and you're playing with your grandkids 
while the tan huas are blooming, and the birds are chirping, that it was 
because of me... a poor, raised by a single mother, low class, immigrant 
nobody.  
(Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.129) 
From this evidence, the researcher concludes that Rachel’s persistent 
characteristics through the dialogue, internal action, and external action are for 
show that Rachel is not weak as Eleanor thinks. She does not give up, she faces the 
problem and sacrifices herself to make Eleanor happy if someday she finds a girl 
who she thinks is enough for Nick. 
2. Eleanor Young 
Eleanor Young is the antagonist of one of the main characters. A fifty-
year-old woman who married the wealthiest man in Singapore, Philip Young. They 
met in college while studying law at Cambridge University together. She is the 
mother of Nicholas Young. 






As cited in Merriam Webster, classy can be described as having qualities 
that make someone or something special and attractive (Classy, 2021). In short, 
they call it stylish. As we know, many of the wealthiest families have a good sense 
of fashion. They always look stunning and elegant on every occasion. The 
researcher found evidence of Eleanor's classy characteristics through her 
appearance.  
  Eleanor's outfit always looks stunning, whatever the occasion is. She 
always looks elegant and confident in every outfit. Firstly is in the opening scene 
when Eleanor and Felicity and also Nick and Astrid entered a hotel in London. She 
wears pants with a long sleeve top with a trench fur coat for the outer. Second, when 
Eleanor was in the room reading the bible together with her relatives, she wears a 
black sleeveless blouse with a white culotte and black colours on the side of the 
culotte and, of course with the match accessories. Even wearing a semi-formal 
outfit, Eleanor and her relatives still looked fabulous. Third, on Tan Hua’s night, 
Eleanor wears a long red dress with simple accessories like earrings, a ring, and a 
brooch in her dress. 
Figure 7. 00:09:23 Eleanor calls 
Nick. 
Figure 8. 00:46:10 Eleanor 
enters Nick's room. 
Figure 6. 00:02:06 Eleanor enter the 
Calthrope private hotel. 





Fourth is when making dumplings together. Eleanor wears a semi-formal 
outfit, a green blouse and white pants, and accessories such as a watch, silver 
bracelet, earrings, a matching necklace, and an emerald and diamond ring. Fifth is 
at the wedding of Araminta. Eleanor and her relatives look fabulous with the dress 
and appearance that fit in. Their appearance clearly shows they are rich people. 
Sixth is when Eleanor meets Rachel to talk and to play mahjong together. On this 
occasion, Eleanor wears a set of formal white blazers with matching earrings with 
a handbag in her left hand, plus with eyeglasses on. 
Seventh, Eleanor talks privately with Nick when she agrees to his 
relationship with Rachel and gives Nick the rings that Philip used to propose to her. 
In this, Eleanor wears an informal outfit. The last is in the last scene when Eleanor 
attends the celebration of Nick and Rachel's engagement. She wears a nice dress 
like usual and with accessories on. 
Figure 9. 01:11:55 Eleanor 
found Rachel. 
Figure 10. 01:22:34 Eleanor at 
Araminta's wedding. 
Figure 11. 01:41:32 Eleanor 
walks to Mahjong place. 
Figure 12. 01:49:16 Eleanor talks 
privately to Nick. 
Figure 13. 01:53:09 Eleanor's at Nick's 
engagement party. 






By this evidence, Eleanor's classy characteristics clearly can be seen 
through her appearance. Eleanor has a high sense of fashion that makes her always 
look confident and elegant when wearing any outfits to attend an occasion. Every 
outfit whether formal or informal always suits Eleanor.  
b. Envious  
Envious is described as feeling or showing a desire to have what someone 
else has: feeling or showing envy (Envy, 2021). Envy can be experienced by 
anyone, no matter if you are rich or not. The researcher found Eleanor's envious 
characteristics. 
Firstly, it can be seen when Eleanor and her relatives were reading the bible 
and Alix cut the conversation. She was asking whether Nick was coming back to 
Singapore with his girlfriend or not. Eleanor did not mind Alix's question and she 
continued reading the bible. But Alix can not control herself for not talking about 
that because the whole Singapore was already known. Eleanor straightly calls Nick 
to make sure the rumor is true or not. Nick was agreeing with Eleanor's questions. 
In this scene, we can see from her reaction when Alix asks her about Nick. She was 
envious because she was not the first to know, and she knows from other people 





while almost the whole Singapore was known. She was like why should I know the 
last not the first.  
The second evidence is that during Tan Hua’s night, Nick introduced 
Rachel to Ah Ma and she gets a good first impression from Ah Ma. Rachel is 
thankful to Ah Ma that she is invited. She also said that Nick is always telling her 
about how great Ah Ma’s dumplings are. Rachel did not expect that Ah Ma will 
invite her to make dumplings at a family gathering. When the day comes and Ah 
Ma realizes that Rachel was there, she scrutinizes Rachel’s face. She said that 
Rachel's good-looking and her nose are auspicious. Seeing this makes Eleanor 
dislike Rachel even more.  
By that evidence, it is seen that Eleanor’s envious characteristics through 
her dialogue with Rachel and internal actions. Eleanor was envious because of the 
way Ah Ma can easily approve of Rachel, while to her it takes a couple of years and 
needs hard work to be accepted by Ah Ma. 
Figure 14. 00:08:02 Eleanor 
hearing Nick’s news. 
Figure 15. 01:11:06 Ah Ma scrutinizes 
Rachel. 






As cited in Cambridge Dictionary, strict can be described as strongly 
limiting someone’s freedom to behave as they wish, or likely severely punish 
someone if they do not obey (Strict, 2021). As parents, we always want the best for 
our child by determining their future, but it's not always good for our child. So 
Eleanor Young wants the best for her only child, Nicholas Young. Eleanor Young 
as strict parents can be seen through the dialogue, reactions of other characters, and 
internal action.  
Firstly, the evidence is clearly seen when Nick introduces Rachel to 
Eleanor for the first time at Tan Hua’s night. When Rachel said about her 
background, Eleanor straightly commented on how American Rachel’s mother is 
when she is pursuing her passion while Singaporean parents are obsessed with 
shaping the life of their children. Secondly, from Amanda's perspective when she 
and Rachel were at Araminta’s bachelor party, Amanda said that “It’s hard knowing 
where you stand with someone like Nicholas Young. He has all that pressure from 
his family. Not just in business, but in who he’s dating. It’s like, you just never 
know what’s quite going on in that gorgeous head of his --” (Chiarelli P, Lim A, 
2018, p.82). The last evidence is that Eleanor does not like Rachel from the first 
time they met. Many considerations that make Rachel are not enough in Eleanor's 
eyes, especially when she hired a private investigator to look into Rachel's 
background.  





By all these statements, we can know that Eleanor was the type of strict 
parent because she wants all the best for her child’s future. She does not want her 
child to struggle like her before. Whatever she will do for her child. Moreover, Nick 
was Ah Ma's favorite grandson.  
3. Astrid Leong 
Astrid Leong is a thirty-year-old woman who is the youngest daughter of 
Harry Leong and Felicity Leong, she is Nick's closest cousin. Astrid is the only 
Young’s family who treats Rachel Chu kindly. Astrid is the best graduate of her 
class at Oxford University. She was married to a businessman named Michael Teo. 
In her marriage with Michael Teo, she has a son named Cassian Teo.  
a. Down-to-earth  
Down-to-earth can easily be described as friendly to anyone and accepts 
other people equally. In Crazy Rich Asians, is it rare to find a wealthy and humble 
person except for Astrid Leong. Even though Astrid is from a wealthy family she 
is a humble person and likes charity works on fashion icons. The evidence can be 
seen through the dialogue of Nicholas Young to Rachel Chu. Rachel wants to know 
Figure 16. 00:40:23 Eleanor criticizes Rachel’s mom. Figure 17. 00:59:53 Amanda says her percpective 
about Young’s family. 





more about Nick’s family so they were talking about Astrid, as part of Young’s 
family.  
NICK (V.O.) Not only did she graduate top of her class at Oxford, start 
multiple charities and is a fashion icon, Astrid has the biggest heart of any 
of my cousins.  
(Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.22) 
The researcher also found other evidence that Astrid has humble 
characteristics through her dialogue with a little girl named Vita. Vita wants to show 
her mother that she can make a yarn bow for her bunny doll, but her mother was 
busy looking over baubles. Astrid sees and walks by them and goes to Vita. Vita’s 
mother was surprised when Astrid came by. Astrid introduces herself and says to 
Vita that Bun-Bun, Vita’s doll, is a suite with a yarn bow that she makes. Hearing 
that compliment, Vita was so happy and so was her mother.  
ASTRID Well, I think Bun-Bun looks very dashing with his bow. You 
have a good eye. (Chiarelli L, Lim A, 2018, p.22)  
Figure 18. 00:15:31 Astrid enters boutique jewelry. 
Figure 19. 00:15:57 Astrid walks down to the little girl. 





The researcher found Astrid's down-to-earth characteristic through her 
dialogue with Vita and through reactions of other characters of Nick’s dialogue to 
Rachel. By this evidence, we can conclude that Astrid has a big heart for other 
people. Even though she is rich, she still cares with surroundings by just saying 
hello to Vita, the little girl, and doing some charity.  
b. Gorgeous  
Gorgeous can be described as someone beautiful and good-looking. The 
rich people mostly have a high sense of fashion and jewelry, and always look 
fabulous when wearing an outfit. Like the other rich people, Astrid also has a high 
sense of fashion and jewelry. The researcher found Astrid’s gorgeous 
characteristics through the external action and the reactions of other characters. We 
can see in almost all Astrid's scenes on occasions, she always attracts people's 
attention by how she dresses.   
Another evidence is when she is in a jewelry store in Shanghai. Astrid was 
offered by a jeweler but she is unimpressed. Astrid was impressed by another 
display case, a pair of pearl drop earrings. Queen Supayalat wore those earrings 
when in her anointed coronation in 1878. Not surprised that it is a rare item and 
expensive. The jeweler was approving of Astrid’s taste. 
Figure 20. 00:16:54 Astrid choose 
a pair of drop earrings. 





JEWELER. Having you wear one of my pieces is better publicity than I 
can buy. I’ll let them go at cost.  
(beat) 
One point two millions. 
(Chiareli L, Lim A, 2018, p. 23) 
The researcher analyzed Astrid's gorgeous characteristics clearly on how 
she dresses and how she can put the accessories perfectly. She really represents how 
mostly rich people look alike.  
c. Mature  
Maturity is described as having the right decision. Astrid's mature 
characteristic can be seen through her dialogue with her husband, Michael Teo and 
external action. This evidence can be seen when Astrid comes back to the apartment 
after shopping and the maids already know what to do, to hide Astrid’s shopping 
from Michael. Astrid does this to Michael to keep Michael’s feelings. She did not 
want Michael to think that he does not matter. Even Michael says that he was fine 
with that because he knows that Astrid was spending her own money.  
Figure 21. 00:23:19 The maids hide Astrid’s shopping.  





Another evidence is when Astrid found that Michael has an affair she is 
keeping as a secret. She did not want to ruin that night. On the way to Araminta’s 
wedding, they fought about Michael having an affair. Astrid just wants Michael to 
come with her to Araminta’s wedding before the whole family knows, but Michael 
ignores her, and he gets out of the car. Astrid did not want to make a scene at 
Araminta's wedding, so she came with Ah Ma. 
  The night when Michael packed the stuff, Astrid says that he does not 
need to move because it is his apartment. She chose to move because she has 
another apartment. Astrid straightly says to Michael that it is not her fault. It is his 
fault because he was given up on their marriage and Astrid’s family.  
ASTRID. You’re right. I shouldn’t have kept things from you. Hidden my 
shoes, turned down jobs, charity work, worrying that it might make you 
feel lesser than. But let’s be clear -- the problem with our marriage isn’t 
my family’s money. It’s that you’re a coward. You gave up on us. But I’ve 
just realized -- (then) It’s not my job to make you feel like a man. I can’t 
make you something you’re not. (Chiarelli L, Lim A, 2018, p.130) 
Figure 22. 01:24:35 Ah Ma 
accompanies Astrid. 
Figure 23. 01:47:35 Astrid’s 
says her feelings. 





The researcher analyzed Astrid’s mature characteristics by the action that 
she takes. Firstly, she keeps it a secret the night she knows that Michael is having 
an affair. Secondly, on the way to Araminta’s wedding when they fought, and 
Michael left her. She keeps coming to Araminta’s wedding with Ah Ma on her side. 
Lastly, she decides to leave Michael, because it’s not her job again to make Michael 
someone she wants. She stopped protecting her cheating husband’s ego and 
embraced who she is. 
4. Michael Teo 
Michael Teo is Astrid’s husband. His marriage with Astrid is not easy. 
Michael often gets blamed by Astrid’s family because he is not equal with her 
family. Michael Teo is from the middle class, same as Rachel Chu. So that the 
marriage gets complicated.  
a. Hardworking 
Michael’s hard work can be seen when Astrid and he talk late at night. 
Astrid gave him a new expensive watch as the gift of Michael that became a CEO 
at his company. Before he starts with the company, Michael is an Army Sergeant. 
However, becoming a CEO is not enough for Young’s family. They still want an 
equal status.  





The researcher analyzed Michael's hard-working characteristics through 
the dialogue of Astrid to Michael. His hard work paid. He was a captain in the Army 
before and now he became a CEO in the company. 
b. Upset 
Marrying a person, who is in a different class from ours, is not easy. Not 
all the family will accept your classes, even though our partner is. It happened 
during Astrid's marriage to Michael. The researcher analyzed Michael’s upset 
characteristics through the other reaction characters by Eddie Cheng and through 
the dialogue between Michael to Astrid.  
It’s been a couple of years of since Astrid's marriage, but her family seems 
not fully accepting Michael. Michael often gets unfairly treated and underestimated 
by Astrid’s family. It is just because Michael is a worker and from the middle class. 
Even though Michael became a CEO, he is still underestimated by Young’s family. 
Like when Astrid and Michael meet Nick and Rachel, there is Eddie who shouts 
“you know Mikey is a big-shot tech startup guy. So if you, uh, forget your password, 
he’s your man….. (Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.57)”  
 
Figure 24. 00:25:17. 
Michael is now a CEO. 





The researcher analyzed Michael’s upset characteristics through his 
decision to have a fake affair. Michael made this scene because he wants to divorce 
Astrid. He had given up on her marriage. Michael thinks he is never enough for 
Astrid and Young's family, because he always treated unfairly and underestimated. 
Michael was tired that what he has done doesn't matter. 
B. How the Characters Reveal the Marxist Ideas of Class Conflict in 
Crazy Rich Asians Movie  
In this part, the researcher discusses the conflict of the selected characters 
to reveal the class conflict of Marxism. The researcher uses Marxist theory to reveal 
the class conflict. Four characters that will be discussed are the conflict between 
Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young as main roles, and the conflict between Astrid 
Leong and Michael Teo as supporting roles.  
1. Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young 
Eleanor Young is Nick’s mother, married to one of the wealthiest families 
in Singapore named Philip Young. Rachel Chu is a younger economic professor at 
New York University whose single mother raised. Both Eleanor and Rachel are 
Figure 25. 00:41:32 Eddie Cheng yells to Michael. 





from different classes. Eleanor is from the upper class, while Rachel is from the 
middle class. Both of them come from middle-class families and have to fight to be 
accepted by their mother-in-law. Eleanor has been in Rachel’s position before, this 
is the reason why she refuses Rachel because she knows that Rachel is never enough 
for her and she will go through what Eleanor has gone through in the past.  
The conflict begins when Nick asks Rachel to go with him to his childhood 
wedding in Singapore and there is a Radio One Asia who eavesdrops on their 
conversation and shares it on social media until the whole of Singapore knows this 
information, including his mother, Eleanor Young. Knowing this makes Eleanor 
think Rachel is enough for Nick or not. Therefore, Eleanor hired a private 
investigator, as Alix suggests.  
The day at Tan Hua’s night, Nick introduces Rachel to his mother, 
Eleanor. Everything looks normal until Nick introduces Rachel to Ah Ma. Ah Ma 
was happy to meet Rachel. She also invited Rachel to join a family gathering to 
make dumplings.  On the family gathering day, Rachel looks glad to join the 
gathering because she has never done this with her family.  
Eleanor sat opposite Rachel. When Eleanor puts the dumplings on the 
klakat, Rachel sees Eleanor’s ring and she gives a compliment to Eleanor rings that 
it is a beautiful ring that she has never seen before. Eleanor was surprised. Then she 
answered that the ring is from Nick’s father when proposing to her. Then she 
continued that she chose to help her husband, Philip Young, manage the business 
and put the family first instead of chasing passions. Rachel was chided. She did not 





know how to react. Then, Ah Ma comes to attend the family gathering. Ah Ma looks 
happy when seeing Rachel’s come. She scrutinizes Rachel’s face and says that 
Rachel’s nose is auspicious. In this scene, Eleanor looks more envious of Rachel, 
because Ah Ma is approving Nick’s relationship with Rachel.  
Rachel walks out of the dining room, looking for somewhere to go, but she 
is lost. Eleanor approaches Rachel and they walk and talk through Tyersall’s halls. 
Eleanor continues talking about the ring that she wore. She admits that Nick’s father 
made the ring because Ah Ma refused to give a family ring to Eleanor because she 
was not Ah Ma's choice. Ah Ma thought that Eleanor would not make an adequate 
wife for her son. Eleanor did not come from the right family and it took many years 
and hard work to be enough to Ah Ma. Eleanor has been through this difficult 
situation for over the years, and she understands what it's like to marry wealthy 
people when you are not from the right family. Therefore, Eleanor says to Rachel 
that she is never be enough for her. Rachel was eviscerated, while Eleanor placid 
and calm after saying that. 
The peak conflict is at Araminta’s wedding party. In the middle of the 
celebration, Nick is approached by a maid who informs him that his grandmother 
wishes to see them. Nick and Rachel were happy when Ah Ma said that Rachel is a 
smart woman. It is barely a split second until Ah Ma contradicts herself. Ah Ma 
said that she did not let Rachel’s ambition ruin her grandson, Nick. Nick and Rachel 
were confused, what Ah Ma means. Eleanor explains that Rachel has been lying 
about her family background. Rachel’s father is still alive, according to evidence 





obtained by Eleanor’s hired investigator. Rachel’s mother cheated on her husband 
and became pregnant with another man’s kid during the marriage, and she fled to 
America before her husband found out. The presence of Chinese news articles and 
police missing person reports with Rachel’s mother, Kerry, image strengthens the 
statement. Rachel was shocked to know this information. Eleanor stated that she 
could not be linked to this sort of family. Rachel responds she does not want any 
part of Eleanor’s family, and she moves away. 
After that night, Rachel is in Peik Lin’s room, and she did not move from 
bed until Kerry’s come. Rachel was asking her mom why she did not know the truth 
about her father. Kerry was telling the fact that her husband is not a good man. He 
harmed Kerry. But an old classmate of hers helped her through things and they fell 
in love and she got pregnant. Kerry was scared that if her husband found out she 
was pregnant, he would kill both her and her baby. So, she ran to America. 
Rachel meets Eleanor at Mahjong hall after knowing the truth from her 
mother. Rachel asks Eleanor why she is not enough for her, because she is not from 
a wealthy family or does not come to the British school. Eleanor responded in 
Hokkien, saying Ka Gi Lan means our own kind of people and Rachel was not one 
of them because she was a foreigner and an American. Americans, in her opinion, 
are always worrying about their personal happiness and she insists that she and her 
people understand what their children need.  





Rachel responded that Nick had proposed to her yesterday, but she turned 
him down. Nick said that he would leave his family for good. Rachel claims if Nick 
chooses her, he will lose his family and if he chooses his family, he might spend 
the rest of his life resenting his mother. Rachel decided to leave Nick not because 
she was afraid or because she was not good enough, but because she loves him so 
much and did not want Nick to lose his mother again. Rachel wants Eleanor to know 
that one day when Nick marries another woman who is enough for Eleanor and 
Eleanor plays with her grandkids, it is all because of Rachel's sacrifices.  
RACHEL (CONT'D). (beat) I just love Nick so much. I don't want him to 
lose his mom again. So I just wanted you to know that one day, when he 
marries another lucky girl, who is enough for you, and you're playing with 
your grandkids while the tan huas are blooming, and the birds are chirping, 
that it was because of me... a poor, raised by a single mother, low class, 
immigrant nobody (Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.29). 
Shortly, Eleanor was accepting Nick’s relationship with Rachel, and she 
gave her emerald ring to him, to propose to Rachel. The next day, Nick proposed to 
Rachel on the plane before she went back to America. Rachel was shocked when 
Nick proposed to her with Eleanor’s emerald rings. Rachel was accepting Nick. She 
knows that if Eleanor gives her rings to Nick, she accepts their relationship and 
Figure 26. 01:45:39. Rachel confesses her feelings about Nick. 





wants Nick to be happy. At the engagement party, Rachel spots Eleanor in the 
distance. There is a look of trust and respect between them. 
The researcher analyzed the conflict between Rachel Chu and Eleanor 
Young not just because of the difference of class society. However, because Rachel 
was not their own kind, she was a foreigner. Rachel is Chinese, but she has grown 
up in America, which differ in how they think. Eleanor thoughts that American is 
constantly worrying about their personal happiness, and Eleanor insists that she and 
her people better understand what their children need than the Americans. 
In this movie, there is a competition between Eleanor and Rachel to win 
Ah Ma hearts. Ah Ma accepted Rachel from day one but it turned out differently 
after Eleanor used her power to hire a private investigator. This is because of 
Eleanor’s jealousy, that’s why she refused Nick's relationship with Rachel. She did 
not want Rachel to have to struggle with marrying rich people as she used to in the 
past. But after talking to Rachel’s face to face, she understands how she can make 
her son happier by accepting their relationship. 
By those conflict it revealed the theory of class conflict by Karl Marx on 
competition. Competition is a persistent and, at times, overwhelming aspect in 
Figure 27. 01:51:39 Eleanor’s emerald ring. Figure 28. 01:53:08 Elanor respect Nick’s 
choice. 





practically every human relationship and encounter. Competition arises due to a 
scarcity of resources, such as money, property, commodities, and other tangible 
assets. Individuals and groups within a society struggle for intangible resources in 
addition to material resources. Leisure time, dominance, social position, sexual 
partners, and so forth are examples of these. Conflict theorists assume competition 
to be the default (rather than cooperation) (Barnier, 2020, para 8). 
2. Astrid Leong and Michael Teo 
Marriage life is not easier than we think. There must be struggles and 
conflicts to face. As cited in Collins English Dictionary, conflict is described as a 
disagreement argument or opinion between two or more people (Conflict, 2021). 
Conflict can happen to anyone. Same as the other people, there should be a problem 
to face. In the Crazy Rich Asians movie, the researcher found other class conflicts 
after Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young, namely Astrid Leong and Michael Teo.  
The conflict between Astrid and Michael is not too much told in the movie. 
The conflict begins when Astrid and Michael attend Tan Hua’s night. Astrid gets 
Michael’s favourite dish, but she forgets to get a fork. Michael goes to get the fork. 
When Michael left the room, his phone pooped up the new notification. Astrid calls 
him but he does not hear. Astrid opens the notification, and she is surprisingly 
shocked when reads the messages. “TEXT. The bed feels empty without you. 
(Chiarelli P, Lim A, 2018, p.61).” 





Astrid put the phone back. She does not expect that Michael would have 
an affair. Astrid keeps this a secret until at Araminta’s bachelor party when Rachel 
asks her if she is fine. She said that she is not fine because Michael has an affair.  
The conflict was at its peak when Astrid and Michael were on the way to 
Araminta’s wedding. Michael says that on Monday, he has to fly to Shenzhen to 
help his start-up company. Astrid was suspicious because it is an important day, it's 
Cassian's birthday. Then she straightly says "… unless.. there’s another reason 
you’re out of town (2018, p.106)" Astrid also says that she knows that Michael has 
an affair. Michael was shocked when Astrid said that. He denies Astrid's statement 
and tries to explain. They fought. Astrid wants him to come to the wedding together 
before the whole family knows and it gets worse. But Michael did not hear what 
Astrid said. He stopped by the side of the road and gets out of the car. Astrid cries. 
At Araminta's wedding, Astrid came with Ah Ma. The guests were surprised 
because Ah Ma rarely comes on this occasion. 
A couple of days later, Michael has a decision to divorce Astrid. He was 
packing his stuff at their Apartment. They look so awkward, then Michael said to 
Astrid that he did not want this to happen, but Astrid refused and says that it is not 
her fault but it is his fault because he was given up on their marriage and Astrid's 
family. 
Figure 29. 01:47:53 Michael’s 
gave up. 





The researcher found that the problem of Astrid and Michael's marriage is 
because of class conflict. Astrid was from one of the wealthiest families in 
Singapore, while Michael is just a CEO at a start-up tech company, who is a worker 
and from the middle class. It is different from Astrid, who is from the upper class. 
Being middle class, Michael often gets unfairly treated and underestimated by 
Astrid's family. This makes him want to divorce Astrid by having a fake affair 
because there is nothing to matter for him.    
The conflict between the upper class and the middle class happens because 
they are different, not equal. The upper class did not want to be rivals with the 
middle or lower class because they are afraid to be betrayed by the class below 
them. The upper class is also afraid that the middle class or the lower class become 
gold-diggers if they socialize with the upper class. Some individuals and groups 
inherently develop more power and reward than others. Those individuals and 
groups that benefit from a particular structure of society tend to maintain those 
structures to retain and enhance their ability (Barnier, 2020, para 10). This marriage 
conflict reveals the theory of class conflict by Marxist theory on structural 
inequality. 
Figure 30. 00:41:30 Eddie Cheng 
yells to Michael. 






Crazy Rich Asians is one of the romantic-comedy genres directed by John 
M. Chu. It is from best-sellers novel by Kevin Kwan with the same title. It tells 
about the love story of Rachel Chu and her boyfriend, Nicholas Young who have 
to face struggle in their relationship. The story begins when Rachel accompanies 
Nick to attend his childhood best friend’s wedding in Singapore. In Singapore, 
Rachel meets Nick’s family and attends Araminta’s bachelor party. At Araminta’s 
bachelor party, Rachel gets untreated by Araminta’s friends. She got bloody fish 
terror in her room. Moreover, Nick’s relationship with Rachel was unaccepted by 
Eleanor, Nick’s mother, because of Rachel family background. Rachel comes from 
the middle class whose raised by her immigrant single mother while Nick comes 
from the upper-class family, his family is one of the wealthiest families in 
Singapore.  
The first conclusion is about the characteristics of the selected characters. 
The researcher using the theory of characterization by Boggs & Petrie to analyzed 
the characterization of Rachel Chu, Eleanor Young, Astrid Leong, and Michael 
Teo. The first characters are Rachel. Rachel’s characteristics are clever, affable, and 
persistent. It can be seen through the internal acts, external acts, and dialogue. The 
secondary characters are Eleanor. Eleanor characteristics are classy, envious, and 
strict. It shows through the dialogue with Rachel, the internal acts, and reactions of 
other characters. The third characters are Astrid. Astrid’s characteristics are down-





to-earth, gorgeous, and mature. It shows through Astrid’s dialogue with the little 
girl, by reactions of other characters of Nick’s dialogue to Rachel, external action, 
and through the dialogue with Michael. The last characters are Michael. Michael is 
hardworking and upset. It shows through the dialogue of Astrid to Michael, through 
the other reactions characters of Eddie Cheng, and through the dialogue between 
Michael to Astrid.  
The second conclusion is about the class conflict revealed by Rachel Chu 
and Eleanor Young. Eleanor Young is Nick’s mother, married to one of the 
wealthiest families in Singapore named Philip Young. Rachel Chu is a younger 
economic professor at New York University whose single mother raised. Both 
Eleanor and Rachel are from different classes. Eleanor from the upper class and 
Rachel is from the middle class. The researcher concludes that the conflict between 
Rachel Chu and Eleanor Young ends peacefully. Rachel Chu successfully makes 
Eleanor Young respect her choice by saying face to face at the Mahjong hall. 
Eleanor is giving her emerald ring to Nick as a sign that Eleanor was accepting 
Nick’s relationship with Rachel.  It makes Eleanor realized that the important things 
are not what she wants is always the best choice to her son’s future. She let Nick 
choose his future by marrying Rachel because she wants her son’s happiness and 
wants the best for Nick. From this analysis, the researcher found that this is revealed 
Marxist ideas of class conflict on Competition. There is a competition between 
Eleanor and Rachel to win Ah Ma hearts. Ah Ma accepted Rachel from day one but 
it turned out differently for Eleanor. She needs a couple years and hard work to 
win’s Ah Ma hearts. 





The third conclusion is Michael and Astrid marriage was ended in divorce. 
Michael often treated unfairly and got underestimated by Astrid’s family. That’s 
why Michael makes a scene to having a fake affair to be the reason for divorcing 
Astrid. Michael was giving up on Astrid and her family. So, Astrid decided to stop 
protecting her cheating husband’s ego, and embraced who she is by leaving 
Michael. The researcher analyzed, that this marriage conflict reveals Marxist ideas 
of class conflict on structural inequality.  Michael is a worker from the middle class, 
while Astrid is from a wealthy family from the upper class. Mostly, the upper class 
did not want to be rivals with the middle or lower class because they are afraid to 
be betrayed by the class below them. The upper class is also afraid that the middle 
class or the lower class become gold-diggers if they socialize with the upper class. 
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